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Design & Digital fabric print
Digital print of flags

Flags

Display system

Fabric wall straight
Fabric wall straight is a free-standing construction that is “dressed” in textiles and is most often used as a partition or wallpaper.
150cm x 220 cm

Display system

Curved Top
Curved Top 83 cm x 200 cm is a very effective textile freestanding construction that fits perfectly
into any space.

Display system

Promo flag feather

Promo flag Teardrop

Feather-shaped flag construction. The ideal
advertising solution for outdoor events (parks,
fairs, beaches...) and very easy transport and
installation.

Teardrop-shaped flag construction. The ideal
advertising solution for outdoor events (parks,
fairs, beaches ...), and very easy transport and
installation.

Material
First step to getting your custom printed fabric is selecting the type of fabric on which you
want your design printed.

This material is 100 % polyester, knitted fabric. It gives superior
printed results with a very high percentage of mirror effect of
your printed design on the rear side of the fabric. It is mainly
made for direct and transfer sublimation printing. At the same
time, it is also suitable for UV and Latex printing. The weight is
110 g/m2.

Flag Direckt
100% polyester
110g/m2
Banner, Flags, Beach flags

Jersey flag
100% polyester
115g/m2
Banner, Flags, Beach flags
Building Covering

This material is 100 % polyester, knitted air mesh fabric. It gives
superior printed results with a very high percentage of mirror
effect of your printed design on the rear side of the fabric. It is
mainly made for direct and transfer sublimation printing. It is
popular choose for various applications such as Banner / Flags
/ Beach Flags / Building Covering and Fence Fabric . This fabric contains lots of small holes at regular intervals which allows
the air to flow through its holes safely in high-wind conditions.
Therefore, it has long-lasting lifecircle compering with the other
flag fabrics.

A durable, closely woven fabric varying in weights. Half Panama
(Cotton Duck) may be used for: Furnishings, Upholstery, Homeware, Fashion

Half panama
100% cotton
309g/m2
Furnishings,Upholstery, Homeware, Fashion

This material is 100 % Polyester, knitted fabric. This grey back
fabric has been coated on one side to block light show through
in order to prevent image washout and shadow reflection. It is
mainly made for direct and transfer sublimation but at the same
time, it is also suitable for UV and Latex printing. The weight is
250 g/m2.
Display roll up system, Stage Decoration, Wall Covering

Grey back
100% polyester
250g/m2
Display roll up system,
Stage Decoration,
Wall Covering

This light and opaque display fabric is particularly suitable for
retail use. Its colour boost coating and glossy surface allows colours to gleam.
Also available as variant without flame retardancy.

Berger Satin
100% polyester
130g/m2
Banner, Display frame system,
table cloth

Poplin is a strong, medium – weight, plain – weave fabric. The
fabric has a visible rib effect due to the fineness of the warp
threads and heaviness of the weft threads. Medium weight Poplins are suitable for trousers and skirts.

Ref Poplin
100% cotton
130g/m2
Fashion

A lightweight cloth known for its semi – transparency, which can
range from gauzy to sheer to almost opaque. Lawns use a fine
high-count yarn that can be processed to create a silky smooth
surface.

Lawn(Plain)
100% cotton
75g/m2
Home Furnishings , Fashion

This is polyester textile material for light display systems, banners, awnings and umbrellas - direct printing, sublimation, Latex
and UV inks. Material weight is 260 g / m2.

Rag Direckt
100% polyester
260g/m2
Banner, awnings, umbrellas
Display systems
Building Covering

Colors
Prints from Ozo are made
with ecologically friendly water-based dyes and
bio-degradable
inks.

Mimaki TX300P-1800 (digital print on fabric)

Calander Transmatic (color fixation)

Display System
Promo flag feather
Feather-shaped flag construction. The ideal advertising
solution for outdoor events (parks, fairs, beaches...)
Very easy transport and installation.

Promo flag Teardrop
Teardrop-shaped flag construction. The ideal advertising solution for outdoor events (parks, fairs, beaches ...),
and very easy transport and installation.

* construction available size: Promo flag - feather (80x160, 80x350)
Promo flag - teardrop (74x205, 97x 298, 110x380)

Curved Top
Curved Top 83 cm x 200 cm is a very effective textile
freestanding construction that fits perfectly into any
space.

Hanging scrolling roll up
Hanging roll up for large graphics that rotate constantly. Media width is 80cm, height is not limited.

Fabric wall straight
Fabric wall straight is a free-standing construction that
is “dressed” in textiles and is most often used as a partition or wallpaper.
150cm x 220 cm
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